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What makes SUVs one of the most often seen car units on the road? Whether itâ€™s a woman in a
business suit or a family behind the wheel, SUVs look effortlessly efficient. Perhaps itâ€™s because they
are able to seamlessly combine spacious interiors with a sleekness of design normally attributed to
sports cars. Here are some of the most eye-catching types and features of an SUV:

Car-based and truck-based

With the new models being released in the market every year, SUVs now have two basic kinds. A
car-based SUV is noted for a body and frame built as one unit. This makes it lighter and provides a
more comfortable ride. Truck-based SUVs, on the other hand, have body-on-frame platform that
gives towing capacity like, well, trucks. They are also able to handle off the road challenges of
difficult terrain better than the car-based model, though with a rougher ride.

Small, compact, midsize, large SUVs

When it comes to size, SUVs are versatile. They come in small, compact, midsize and large models.
Small SUVs provide more interior room and cargo space than passenger cars while the compact
SUVs are an upscale version that offers even more space and amenities.

The midsize SUVs are considered ideal for their size and rival the minivan for passenger and cargo
capacity. While large SUVs tend to be bulky, hard to handle, and with poor gas mileage, they are
perfect for people who have towing needs on off road conditions. However, newer models like
crossover SUVs give better fuel efficiency like the 2012 Chevy Equinox available in Indiana Chevy
dealerships.

Engine and drive wheels

Most SUVs come with a V6 engine but small models typically have four cylinders. SUVs with V8
engines are more powerful and usually used for towing purposes. For power balance and fuel
efficiency, though, the V6 powered SUV is most preferred. As for drive configuration, SUVs can
either have four-wheel, all-wheel, or rear-wheel drive. As to what suits you best for the type of
driving, road condition, and power you need, consult Indiana Chevy dealers for advice.

Seating and cargo

Small and compact SUV models can carry up to five passengers, while midsize and large models
have a seating capacity of up to seven and eight passengers. Thereâ€™s also generous cargo capacity
with flexible seating configuration. If you want even more payload capacity, then get the truck-based
SUVs available in Indiana Chevy dealerships.
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more related information.
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